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The "LHP", inside which Spiritual Satanism is broadly defined into [not by us, but by the public] has many denominations and many approaches towards spirituality.

Most of them, are widely influenced by Crowley or LaVey on the onset, yet other similar beliefs that maintain essentially a way of looking at the world that is the reverse of the conception of Christianity or the "Right Hand Path".

As one gets deeper into this, however, there is a lot of Judaism also present in the "Left Hand Path".

Because of this, these inversions have been not only largely been created by the Jews or by reactions to already wrong Jewish dogma, but they tend to lead to deception. One has to walk or read about the so called "LHP" to understand this for themselves.

A classic example here is that from the "absolute morals" of Christianity, which are based on really nothing but not reacting against jews, the LHP has moved into an equally hebraic rooted "Amoralism" which is also seen in the Old Testament of the Bible.

That "Amoralism" is generally connected with ideas of "Power", and how "Power" justifies just about anything and so on. The reaction of this, is the contrast of the "Moralism" of the Bible, which is equally related to lack of logical principles, ie, it's borne out of Christian irrationality, which caused this reaction in the first place.

The LHP, getting roots also from logical and rational thinking [which is an appealing aspect to itself], tends to also mix this in with other principles and adages that are widely accepted.

A common adage is also the adage "Might Is Right" that encapsulates much of the mindset of many "LHP" organizations and other denominations. Connection of imagery with what concepts like cruelty and such has been a reaction towards the false nobleness of "Christianity". Yet, all this path leads back to a loop.

Many people even in the LHP, do not understand how deep the so called "LHP" is inside Hebrew misinformation. HPS Maxine has frequently went in depth with
me on this, in regards to how the "origins" of "Satanism" have been strongly enforced to adopt a jewish standard.

Anything that arises in this world of a spiritual nature, the jews try to claim, pervert, and turn again inside the jewish "origin". Typical here is how the New Age movement, which was at first an amalgam of knowledge about meditation and other surface teachings of "love", has merely been transformed in yet another form of Christianity.

Many LHP groups, in their pursuit of what they call "power", also tend to consume any jewish material there is. In regards to what is the case with this, you need not go further than Amazon. Much of the LHP, is about the "Kabbalah" [of the jews], meditations on jewish names, the jewish klippoth, and generally all admitted statements and husks arising out of the jewish lore.

In almost the entirety of instances, these are promoted by jews in the LHP, who also promote the generalized consciousness of projected evil towards the Demons. "Demons" are now "evil" but in some sort of "alliance" with the "dark sorcerers", hebrew Rituals are attempted for communication, everything is basically Judaism but into an inversed pattern all over again. This knowledge, adds up to itself, and one ends up again with a form of a rebranded Judaism that formulates the same final thought about the "LHP":

1. The "Demon", the "God of the Goyim" is now again the "Evil" force, the "Unclean", leads "nowhere" but in empty power. Grant "favors", do this "for us" and so on, the main theme of jewish pseudo-sorcery continues itself in the so called "LHP".

2. The "God" that only some of the LHP accept, "Satan", is again an evil force, only this time, in some sort of alliance with the petty sorcerers involved [the oy veying intensifies]. Of course, in most cases, Satan is not even "accepted" to exist.

3. The "limit" of "Satan" and the "Demons", ends again in Hebrew claims and Hebrew nonsense, historically or mythologically. No links further back in history are recognized, nor any further purpose. Nothing further than this is accepted.

4. The typical American and Jewish garbage illiteracy party about Demons is present everywhere, in contrast to all prior evidence, which undoes all of the so called "LHP" and exposes it as severely lacking information.
Needless to say, all of the above, only goes back to the enemy and is not a valid understanding of the so called "Satanism" or what is essentially "Satanic".

Those in the LHP who are browsing this forum or our sites, must consider that we do not accept the general falsifications that the jews presented about Satan, the Demons, or anything related to this. We stand on completely different research and information.

We are not against any of you, but at the same time, it must be understood that we extend way beyond this closed yoke of mind control the jews have enforced on the LHP. We are against this, so we might as well be considered a pure version of what the “LHP” was intended to be, but didn't come out to be.

Promotion of false ideas only helps the jews in the end of the day, and we do not feel like we should move inside their limited confinement zone of ideas that they have created and promoted in the LHP, nor to admixtures of thoughts and ideas or practices that go back into what we clearly refer to as an "enemy".
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Satanic_truth88 wrote:
"might is right" is simply an objectively true statement on the universe. It's not a moral statement about how things "ought to be", it's just reality. No amount of morality ever surpassed power

Aquarius wrote:
Objective yes, but it's also subjective for the different species, for the reptilians it's certainly right and they believe in this, but us Gentiles have a morality that is superior and from Satan, a more conscious human being understands that he shouldn't kill innocent people.

The so called "Morality" that the enemy perverted and made into an empty husk, is advanced knowledge of the laws of the universe, and how power or "power to act" has to do with these laws. In less perceptive beings, this doesn't matter. In more, it does.
Those who violate these laws don't live long even by regular standards, ie, even society and life works against an wrong conception of life. These "morals" of our side are only manifestations of higher laws, and not just an empty set of books that has nothing to do with reality.

By modern definition, this is just metaphysical understanding, it's not "Morals" that follow for whatever reason like the enemy.

The enemy doesn't have "morals", they just have a fake creation to bind us with. And they malformed these because these things are inherent in our consciousness and they perverted these.

*Satanic_truth88 wrote*:  
Our morality is irrelevant unless we are stronger than our enemy.

Morality is a very worthless word by now, since the enemy has corrupted it. It's difficult and dangerous to use.

Our so called morality, is very important from a realistic standpoint on how we associate with one another, we might as well call it social dynamics and laws of social organization. It is the way organic relations manifest and organize themselves. Humans are capable of more elaborate notions based on self control, control of urges, seeking of higher virtues etc.

This is part of nature and not outside of it. It is also a production of power that comes out of this, not of weakness. The enemy replaced all of this with false moral regulations, that lead nowhere but the collapse of society.

Example: the Ancient civilizations focused extensively on the notion of justice. This had many purposes, internal and external, to create fairness ["The Laws of Maat"], spiritual, social and inner harmony.

Another example, the fact that you don't murder people out in the blue, has to do with many functional underlying benefits for you and the other person, and is based on regular understanding of justice.

The enemy promoted injustice by applying unnatural "moral" laws, that have no consistency naturally or otherwise, such as "turn the other cheek indefinitely". Another example of a false moral law, is how humans should be randomly prohibited from having sex or whatever to totalitarian extents, "just because", while this is irrational.

Fake enemy morality and all that is connected to it, should be disconnected from
our notions and laws, because it doesn't exist. What the enemy and much of contemporary philosophy defines as "morals", aren't even that, they are just arbitrary rules that have no results or have bad results in society.